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the haunting beauty of Southern Bohemia 

As we rolled up, little Pet’a burst out of the front door, jumping 

up and down with excitement, belting out his greetings to Gavin 

and Jonas.  It was a sweet reunion of friends, and the first time 

we returned to our former neighborhood since moving last 

August.  While the boys romped and played enthusiastically, I 

was transported in my mind to the place where a present 

happiness and a fond memory of past happinesses converge 

into a bittersweet milieu of nostalgia that just might bring one to 

tears if he were the crying type, for the goodbyes are still fresh 

in mind, and they are on the verge of a new repetition. Meanwhile, Cari and Elisha visited across town with 

Petra and Jakub, our very precious friends with whom we have maintained a closer relationship with and 

over a longer period of time than any other of our Czech friends.  Jakub was the first to place his faith in 

Christ through our English and camp ministry in 2013. His mother Petra, we first met while our kids played 

soccer together a couple of years prior.  

 
Jiri, Jakub, Elisha, Gavin 
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As we drive through town to pick up the girls visiting with their 

friend, and on our way to the next visit, all of the old haunts and 

places and the people associated with them flood our 

memories. We drive silently. The sadness is much to bear. Our 

roots grew deeper here than we would have ever thought 

possible. 

  

I think Cari and I have always felt like farmers in our souls. We 

joke about doing something about it from time to time. Yet, 

we’re farmers enough, just in some parallel enterprise. And as 

we drive there is something like a magnetism that connects us 

to this physical place. We find ourselves talking about it the 

same way farmers do when they get romantic. A connection to 

land, where our blood, sweat, and tears have fertilized ground that has brought forth life. There’s no 

denying that it becomes a part of you.  

Our drive home, back to Prague, is not so far objectively speaking. Just a couple of hours by car. It feels 

like a lifetime however. Not in time, but in distance. Not spatial distance, but some other kind. Prague is 

not our land, or at least, not yet. An inescapable truth hovers over us: pieces of our hearts will always be 

splayed across Southern Bohemia. I’m OK with this. I hope it means that in this place we truly lived and 

loved and that our battles were real. We were real. 

  

We mourn that which is left unfinished. Moving does this to you. 

For as long as we stay in place we can say, “Perhaps 

tomorrow…” and drop all of our incomplete dreams in a box that 

sits to the side awaiting fulfillment. When we move, the box 

stays behind, and we’re just left with the memory of what was 

inside of it.  There was so much in our box! 
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I remember all of my fierce petitioning and pleading with God for the salvation of this soul and that.  That 

He would use me to preach His word, that He would extract whatever necessary price from our very own 

flesh in order that a precious friend would believe. The souls we staked ourselves out for, like fearless and 

determined dog soldiers. There’s no closure to the work left undone. Souls we did not reach, prayers 

unanswered, dreams abandoned, expanses of land untilled, large swaths of earth we diligently plowed and 

sowed but now left fallow.  The loss feels tremendous. 

In this very moment a smirk breaks across my lips that interupts the grieving.  Some small but dense joy in 

the knowing. Knowing my God and the movements of His Spirit which remain a mystery to me, but which I 

know finds vehicle in earnest labors. He whispers a coy kindness, 

“so shall my word be that goes out from my mouth; 

    it shall not return to me empty, 

but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, 

    and shall succeed in the thing for which I sent it.” 

                                    -Isaiah 55:11 
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